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The Atoms Of Language
2008-08-05

whether all human languages are fundamentally the same or different has been a subject of debate for ages this problem has deep philosophical
implications if languages are all the same it implies a fundamental commonality and thus the mutual intelligibility of human thought we are now on the
verge of answering this question using a twenty year old theory proposed by the world s greatest living linguist noam chomsky researchers have found
that the similarities among languages are more profound than the differences languages whose grammars seem completely incompatible may in fact
be structurally almost identical except for a difference in one simple rule the discovery of these rules and how they may vary promises to yield a
linguistic equivalent of the periodic table of the elements a single framework by which we can understand the fundamental structure of all human
language this is a landmark breakthrough both within linguistics which will thereby become a full fledged science for the first time and in our
understanding of the human mind

Lexical Categories
2003-03-13
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The Syntax of Agreement and Concord
2008-02-07

agreement is the grammatical phenomenon in which the form of one item such as the noun horses forces a second item in the sentence such as the
verb gallop to appear in a particular form i e gallop must agree with horses in number even though agreement phenomena are some of the most
familiar and well studied aspects of grammar there are certain basic questions that have rarely been asked let alone answered this book develops a
theory of the agreement processes found in language and considers why verbs agree with subjects in person adjectives agree in number and gender
but not person and nouns do not agree at all explaining these differences leads to a theory that can be applied to all parts of speech and to all
languages

文法変化と言語理論
2019-07-01



理論的英語史研究の最先端 英語史は言語理論に何を問いかけ 言語理論は英語史の何を明らかにするのか 本書は理論的英語史研究の拠点として幾多の研究者を生み出してきた名古屋大学英語学研究室の精鋭による最先端の論集である 文法変化をキーワードに 統語論 意味論 語用論
などの立場から理論的分析が展開される 本書を通して 理論的英語史研究だからこそ明らかとなる言語の本質が見えてくる 言語理論研究者にも英語史研究者にも必携の一冊

The Languages and Linguistics of Africa
2018-09-10

this innovative handbook takes a fresh look at the currently underestimated linguistic diversity of africa the continent with the largest number of
languages in the world it covers the major domains of linguistics offering both a representative picture of africa s linguistic landscape as well as new
and at times unconventional perspectives the focus is not so much on exhaustiveness as on the fruitful relationship between african and general
linguistics and the contributions the two domains can make to each other this volume is thus intended for readers with a specific interest in african
languages and also for students and scholars within the greater discipline of linguistics

The Syntax of Agreement and Concord
2008-02-07

agreement is the grammatical phenomenon in which the form of one item such as the noun horses forces a second item in the sentence such as the
verb gallop to appear in a particular form i e gallop must agree with horses in number even though agreement phenomena are some of the most
familiar and well studied aspects of grammar there are certain basic questions that have rarely been asked let alone answered this book develops a
theory of the agreement processes found in language and considers why verbs agree with subjects in person adjectives agree in number and gender
but not person and nouns do not agree at all explaining these differences leads to a theory that can be applied to all parts of speech and to all
languages

Morphology at the Interfaces
2008-01-21

this monograph addresses morphology and its interfaces with phonology and syntax by examining comparative data from the uto aztecan language
family and analyses involving reduplication as well as noun incorporation and related derivational morphology are provided within the framework of
distributed morphology reduplication is treated by analyzing reduplicative morphemes reduplicants as morphological pieces vocabulary items inserted
into syntactic slots at morphological structure noun incorporation constructions are analyzed as involving either incorporation head movement in
syntax a la baker 1988 or conflation involving direct merger of a nominal root into verbal position a la hale and keyser 2002 it is argued that denominal
verb constructions should be treated as a sub case of ni as in hale and keyser 1993 finally the historical development of the polysynthesis parameter in



nahuatl is discussed and a reconstruction of the likely stages of development each of which is attested elsewhere in the family is presented

英語構文を探求する
2011-03-20

中間構文 結果構文 二十目的語構文 小節構文を取り扱う 生成文法理論で蓄積されてきた知見に基づいて これらの構文の意味的 統語的な特徴を分かりやすく解説 学校英文法で教わらない事例などを指摘する

The Oxford Handbook of Ergativity
2017

this volume offers theoretical and descriptive perspectives on the issues pertaining to ergativity a grammatical patterning whereby direct objects are in
some way treated like intransitive subjects to the exclusion of transitive subjects this pattern differs markedly from nominative accusative marking
whereby transitive and intransitive subjects are treated as one grammatical class to the exclusion of direct objects while ergativity is sometimes
referred to as a typological characteristic of languages research on the phenomenon has shown that languages do not fall clearly into one category or
the other and that ergative characteristics are not consistent across languages chapters in this volume look at approaches to ergativity within
generative typological and functional paradigms as well as approaches to the core morphosyntactic building blocks of an ergative construction related
constructions such as the anti passive related properties such as split ergativity and word order and extensions and permutations of ergativity
including nominalizations and voice systems the volume also includes results from experimental investigations of ergativity a relatively new area of
research a wide variety of languages are represented both in the theoretical chapters and in the 16 case studies that are more descriptive in nature
attesting to both the pervasiveness and diversity of ergative patterns

Rethinking Parameters
2016-02-12

parameters of linguistic variation were originally conceived within the chomskyan principles and parameters theory as ug determined options that were
associated with grammatical principles and had a rich deductive structure this characterization of parametric differences among languages has
changed significantly over the years especially so with the advent of minimalism this book collects a representative sample of current generative
research on the status origin and size of parameters often taking diverging views the papers in the volume address some or all of the main debated
topics in parametric syntax i e are parameters provided by ug or do they constitute emergent properties arising from points of underspecification in
which component s of the language faculty are parameters to be found do clustering effects actually hold across languages do macroparameters exist
alongside microparameters are there parameter hierarchies which is the origin and role of parameters in the process of language acquisition the



volume is organized into two parts part i the nature of variation and parameters brings together studies whose main goal is to discuss general issues
related to parameters or variation more generally part ii parameters in the analysis of language variation case studies includes a number of works that
deal with the empirical basis and proper formulation of well known particular parameters the null subject parameter the np dp parameter the
compounding parameter the wh parameter and the analyticity parameter

Theories of Computability
1997-05-28

a mathematically sophisticated introduction to turing s theory boolean functions automata and formal languages

Edge-Based Clausal Syntax
2010-12-17

an argument that there are three kinds of english grammatical objects each with different syntactic properties in edge based clausal syntax paul postal
rejects the notion that an english phrase of the form v dp invariably involves a grammatical relation properly characterized as a direct object he argues
instead that at least three distinct relations occur in such a structure the different syntactic properties of these three kinds of objects are shown by how
they behave in passives middles able forms tough movement wh movement heavy np shift ride node raising re prefixation and many other tests this
proposal renders postal s position sharply different from that of chomsky who defined a direct object structurally as np vp and with the traditional
linguistics text s definition of the direct object as the dp sister of v according to postal s framework sentence structures are complex graph structures
built on nodes vertices and edges arcs the node that heads a particular edge represents a constituent that bears the grammatical relation named by
the edge label to its tail node this approach allows two dps that have very different grammatical properties to occupy what looks like identical
structural positions the contrasting behaviors of direct objects which at first seem anomalous even grammatically chaotic emerge in postal s account
as nonanomalous as symptoms of hitherto ungrasped structural regularity

The Oxford Handbook of Linguistic Analysis
2015-02-19

this handbook compares the main analytic frameworks and methods of contemporary linguistics it offers a unique overview of linguistic theory
revealing the common concerns of competing approaches by showing their current and potential applications it provides the means by which linguists
and others can judge what are the most useful models for the task in hand distinguished scholars from all over the world explain the rationale and aims
of over thirty explanatory approaches to the description analysis and understanding of language each chapter considers the main goals of the model



the relation it proposes from between lexicon syntax semantics pragmatics and phonology the way it defines the interactions between cognition and
grammar what it counts as evidence and how it explains linguistic change and structure the oxford handbook of linguistic analysis offers an
indispensable guide for everyone researching any aspect of language including those in linguistics comparative philology cognitive science
developmental philology cognitive science developmental psychology computational science and artificial intelligence this second edition has been
updated to include seven new chapters looking at linguistic units in language acquisition conversation analysis neurolinguistics experimental phonetics
phonological analysis experimental semantics and distributional typology

The Oxford Handbook of Linguistic Analysis
2015-02-19

this handbook compares the main analytic frameworks and methods of contemporary linguistics it offers a unique overview of linguistic theory
revealing the common concerns of competing approaches by showing their current and potential applications it provides the means by which linguists
and others can judge what are the most useful models for the task in hand distinguished scholars from all over the world explain the rationale and aims
of over thirty explanatory approaches to the description analysis and understanding of language each chapter considers the main goals of the model
the relation it proposes from between lexicon syntax semantics pragmatics and phonology the way it defines the interactions between cognition and
grammar what it counts as evidence and how it explains linguistic change and structure the oxford handbook of linguistic analysis offers an
indispensable guide for everyone researching any aspect of language including those in linguistics comparative philology cognitive science
developmental philology cognitive science developmental psychology computational science and artificial intelligence this second edition has been
updated to include seven new chapters looking at linguistic units in language acquisition conversation analysis neurolinguistics experimental phonetics
phonological analysis experimental semantics and distributional typology

Encoding Events
2018-09-04

this volume presents theoretical and empirical research on the syntax of events within the broader framework of generative grammar focusing on the
central question of how conceptual meaning interacts with narrow syntactic computation xuhui hu proposes a set of integration conditions that require
the content of the predicate to be licensed by theta role information generated by narrow syntax the other principal theoretical component of the book
concerns the functional structure of events which is related to issues such as the parallel between the event and nominal domains the mapping of a
predicate onto an entity and the grammatical foundation of verb classification the framework is applied to three areas the syntax of resultatives in
english and chinese cross linguistic and diachronic variation in resultatives and applicative constructions the findings shed light on the thematic
relationship between core arguments and predicates and on the syntax of non core arguments contribute to the theory of parametric variation in the
generative tradition and provide insights into the verb framed vs satellite framed typology



TOEIC L&Rテスト 990点攻略 文法・語彙問題1000（音声DL付）
2022-11-18

toeic l rテスト990点対策学習者の間で定番の toeic l rテスト990点攻略 に 待望のシリーズ続編が加わりました 満点取得を阻む 壁 となりがちなpart 5 短文穴埋め問題 高得点者でも見落としがちなポイントを選りすぐり 文法問題500問 語彙問題500
問 計1000問を収録しています 本書の1000問を解いて どんな問題が出題されても正解する力を養いましょう 問題タイプ別 8unit構成 攻略ポイント で難問のポイントをつかみ 問題演習 本編の問題をシャッフル再掲した 頂点を極める千本ノック 付き 問題文の空所に
正解を補充した音声付き 本書の音声は 旺文社リスニングアプリ 英語の友 でもお聞きいただけます 詳しくは 公式ウェブサイトをご覧ください 株式会社旺文社

日本語文法ハンドブック
2019-05-31

本書は 言語学研究の第一線で活躍する10名が 文構造 項構造と文法格 削除 移動など 日本語の文法及び獲得に関する主要な研究テーマについて書き下ろした13章から成る 言語比較に基づく理論研究のための参考書 授業のテキストとして使いやすいように それぞれの章が独立
しており いずれの章も 学部3 4年生を対象とした解説を主とする第1部と 仮説検証の方法を含めた発展的な第2部の2部構成になっている

Firefighter Written Practice Exams
1993

192 page book with ten actual practice exams for the position of entrance level firefighter each exam contains 100 questions and answers relating to
the following information general aptitude judgement math science progressions matching forms vocabulary spelling grammar reading comprehension
mechanical comprehension and more

Municipal Reports for the Fiscal Year ....
1891

this book focuses on the relationship between syntax and meaning terje lohndal s core claim is that it is possible to create a transparent mapping from
syntax to logical form such that each syntactic spell out domain directly corresponds to a conjunct at logical form the argument focuses on two
domains of grammar phrase structure and argument structure and brings together two independently established but seemingly unconnected
hypotheses that verbs do not require arguments and that specifiers are not required by the grammar following the introduction the second chapter
looks in detail at the separation of the verb from its thematic arguments and presents data from argument structure reciprocals and adjectival passives
while the third examines the claim that specifiers do not play a role as the target of various grammatical operations chapter 4 then brings these
arguments together and proposes a syntax that maps transparently onto logical forms where all thematic arguments are severed from the verb



moreover the broader consequences of this approach are outlined in terms of spell out movement linearization thematic uniqueness and agreement
the book closes with an examination of the relationship between grammatical and conceptual meaning and a detailed discussion of the nature of
compositionality

Phrase Structure and Argument Structure
2014-06-26

近代日本に存在した 反普遍文法 の系譜 その煽りを受け不当に無視された松下大三郎の文法論 国語の本性を追求した山田孝雄 その個別言語主義と18世紀普遍文法論との意外な類似性 主観を排した近代文法の嚆矢 大槻文彦の日本文典 その大槻文法に垣間見える矛盾した言語観と
西洋言語学の関係 斬新な視点から国語学史と言語学史を縦横に論じ 読者を言語研究の世界へ誘う

San Francisco Municipal Reports for the Fiscal Year ...
1891

this handbook represents the development of research and the current level of knowledge in the fields of syntactic theory and syntax analysis syntax
can look back to a long tradition especially in the last 50 years however the interaction between syntactic theory and syntactic analysis has led to a
rapid increase in analyses and theoretical suggestions this second edition of the handbook on syntax adopts a unifying perspective and therefore does
not place the division of syntactic theory into several schools to the fore but the increase in knowledge resulting from the fruitful argumentations
between syntactic analysis and syntactic theory it uses selected phenomena of individual languages and their cross linguistic realizations to explain
what syntactic analyses can do and at the same time to show in what respects syntactic theories differ from each other it investigates how syntax is
related to neighbouring disciplines and investigate the role of the interfaces especially the relationship between syntax and phonology morphology
compositional semantics pragmatics and the lexicon the phenomena chosen bring together renowned experts in syntax and represent the consensus
reached as to what has to be considered as an important as well as illustrative syntactic phenomenon the phenomena discuss do not only serve to
show syntactic analyses but also to compare theoretical approaches with each other

日本文法の系譜学—国語学史と言語学史の接点
2012-06-26

本書は 英語を中心として 日本語やその他の言語におけるそれらの言語活動を概説したものです そして 統語論と音声 音韻部門 意味論や形態論 語用論などの分野が相互に関連していることを明らかにしました



Syntax - Theory and Analysis
2015-02-24

this volume brings together papers which address issues regarding the copy theory of movement according to this theory a trace is a copy of the
moved element that is deleted in the phonological component but is available for interpretation at l ogical f orm thus far the bulk of the research on the
copy theory has mainly focused on interpretation issues at lf the consequences of the copy theory for syntactic computation per se and for the syntax
phonology mapping in particular have received much less attention in the literature despite its crucial relevance for the whole architecture of the
model as a contribution to fill this gap this volume congregates recent work that deals with empirical and conceptual consequences of the copy theory
of movement for the inner working of syntactic computations within the minimalist program with special emphasis on the syntax phonology mapping

文法とは何か—音韻・形態・意味・統語のインターフェイス—
2013-10-25

this comprehensive reference work provides immediate fingertip access to state of the art technology in nearly 700 self contained articles written by
over 900 international authorities each article in the encyclopedia features current developments and trends in computers software vendors and
applications extensive bibliographies of leading figures in the field such as samuel alexander john von neumann and norbert wiener and in depth
analysis of future directions

Report of the Superintendent of Common Schools of the City and County of San Francisco
for the Fiscal Year Ending ...
1891

this book examines the cross linguistic expression of changes of location or state taking as a starting point talmy s typological generalization that
classifies languages as either satellite framed or verb framed in verb framed languages such as those of the romance family the result state or location
is encoded in the verb in satellite framed languages such as english or latin the result state or location is encoded in a non verbal element these
languages can be further subdivided into weak satellite framed languages in which the element expressing result must form a word with the verb and
strong satellite framed languages in which it is expressed by an independent element an adjective a prepositional phrase or a particle in this volume
víctor acedo matellán explores the similarities between latin and slavic in their expression of events of transition neither allows the expression of
complex adjectival resultative constructions and both express the result state or location of a complex transition through prefixes they are therefore
analysed as weak satellite framed languages along with ancient greek and some varieties of mandarin chinese and stand in contrast to strong satellite



framed languages such as english the germanic languages in general and finno ugric this variation is expressed in terms of the morphological
properties of the head that expresses transition which is argued to be affixal in weak but not in strong satellite framed languages the author takes a
neo constructionist approach to argument structure which accounts for the verbal elasticity shown by latin and a distributed morphology approach to
the syntax morphology interface

The Copy Theory of Movement
2007-06-27

marathi an indo aryan language is the official language of maharashtra including mumbai father thomas stephens the first english traveler to goa a
pioneer linguist wrote christa puran in marathi 1616 and arte da lingoa canarim in portuguese printed in 1640 the latter is a grammar of konkani a
language closely related to marathi it is the first grammar of its kind marking a new grammatical tradition for modern indo aryan languages the present
volume contains an extensive account of marathi phonology morphology word formation and syntax it succinctly describes the accentual system
special compound verb forms unique pronominal anaphors complex agreement due to split ergative system and special pronominal marking the book
also contains a case study of a child s acquisition of marathi and an essay on women s language the two topics that are increasingly becoming relevant
to the grammar

Encyclopedia of Computer Science and Technology
1977-05-01

this book presents a state of the art cross linguistic survey of applicative constructions in the functional typological tradition an introductory section
sets the terminological and analytical stage presents the methodology used by the different chapters and provides a typological outlook the individual
contributions address the morphological syntactic and semantic variation of applicatives as well as their discourse pragmatic function they cover all
major language families and some isolates that feature some illuminating version of the phenomenon paying special attention to language internal
variation and unity the phenomena surveyed range from those instances usually considered canonical valency increasing syntactically and
semantically predictable productive dedicated and optional to those occasionally understudied in descriptive works and frequently neglected in
comparative studies valency neutral rather unpredictable lexicalized syncretic and or obligatory

The Morphosyntax of Transitions
2016-02-18

praise for the first edition the well written comprehensive book is aiming to become a de facto reference for the language and its features and



capabilities the pace is appropriate for beginners programming concepts are introduced progressively through a range of examples and then used as
tools for building applications in various domains including sophisticated data structures and algorithms highly recommended students of all levels
faculty and professionals practitioners d papamichail university of miami in choice magazine mark lewis introduction to the art of programming using
scala was the first textbook to use scala for introductory cs courses fully revised and expanded the new edition of this popular text has been divided
into two books object orientation abstraction and data structures using scala second edition is intended to be used as a textbook for a second or third
semester course in computer science the scala programming language provides powerful constructs for expressing both object orientation and
abstraction this book provides students with these tools of object orientation to help them structure solutions to larger more complex problems and to
expand on their knowledge of abstraction so that they can make their code more powerful and flexible the book also illustrates key concepts through
the creation of data structures showing how data structures can be written and the strengths and weaknesses of each one libraries that provide the
functionality needed to do real programming are also explored in the text including guis multithreading and networking the book is filled with end of
chapter projects and exercises and the authors have also posted a number of different supplements on the book website video lectures for each
chapter in the book are also available on youtube the videos show construction of code from the ground up and this type of live coding is invaluable for
learning to program as it allows students into the mind of a more experienced programmer where they can see the thought processes associated with
the development of the code about the authors mark lewis is an associate professor at trinity university he teaches a number of different courses
spanning from first semester introductory courses to advanced seminars his research interests included simulations and modeling programming
languages and numerical modeling of rings around planets with nearby moons lisa lacher is an assistant professor at the university of houston clear
lake with over 25 years of professional software development experience she teaches a number of different courses spanning from first semester
introductory courses to graduate level courses her research interests include computer science education agile software development human computer
interaction and usability engineering as well as measurement and empirical software engineering

Marathi
2009

discover vital research on the lexical and cognitive meanings of words in this exciting book from a team of world class researchers in depth articles
explain a wide range of topics including thematic roles sense relation ambiguity and comparison the authors focus on the cognitive and conceptual
structure of words and their meaning extensions such as coercion metaphors and metonymies the book features highly cited material available in
paperback for the first time since its publication and is an essential starting point for anyone interested in lexical semantics especially where it meets
other cognitive and conceptual research

Applicative Constructions in the World’s Languages
2024-01-29



over the past twenty years or so the work on japanese within generative grammar has shifted from primarily using contemporary theory to describe
japanese to contributing directly to general theory on top of producing extensive analyses of the language the oxford handbook of japanese linguistics
captures the excitement that comes from answering the question what can japanese say about universal grammar each of the eighteen chapters takes
up a topic in syntax morphology acquisition processing phonology or information structure and first of all lays out the core data followed by critical
discussion of the various approaches found in the literature each chapter ends with a section on how the study of the particular phenomenon in
japanese contributes to our knowledge of general linguistic theory this book will be useful to students and scholars of linguistics who are interested in
the latest studies on one of the most extensively studied languages within generative grammar

Object-Orientation, Abstraction, and Data Structures Using Scala, Second Edition
2017-01-06

this book focuses on some of the most important issues in historical syntax in a series of close examinations of languages from old egyptian to modern
afrikaans leading scholars present new work on afro asiatic latin and romance germanic albanian celtic indo iranian and japanese the book revolves
around the linked themes of parametric theory and the dynamics of language change the former is a key element in the search for explanatory
adequacy in historical syntax if the notion of imperfect learning for example explains a large element of grammatical change it is vital to understand
how parameters are set in language acquisition and how they might have been set differently in previous generations the authors test particular
hypotheses against data from different times and places with the aim of understanding the relationship between language variation and the dynamics
of change is it possible for example to reconcile the unidirectionality of change predominantly expressed in the phenomenon of grammaticalization
with the multidirectionality predicted by generativist approaches in terms of the richness of the data it examines the broad range of languages it
discusses and the use it makes of linguistic theory this is an outstanding book not least in the contribution it makes to the understanding of language
change

Semantics - Lexical Structures and Adjectives
2019-02-19

この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません 問題タイプ別のニガテをチェックして 超効率で文法対策 toeicのプロ集団が送る 文
法対策のすべて 本書の著者 メディアビーコンは 20年以上前からtoeicの分析を続けている いわば toeicのプロ集団 社員全員が毎回受験 年間2000問以上を作問しているからこそ伝えられる究極の文法対策が この1冊に集結しています さらに理解を深めるための授業
動画もついているので いつでもどこでもtoeic対策ができます 本書の使い方 ①まずはミニ模試8問を解いて 得意 不得意をチェック ニガテをつぶして正当率up したいあなたは 間違った問題の章から対策 よく出る問題から対策して確実に点数を伸ばしたいあなたは 1章か
ら順に対策 ②例題 文法解説で判断ポイント 解き方を確認 文法問題と一口に言っても 問題のタイプによって見るべき箇所は違うもの タイプ別攻略法を動画付きで解説しているので 正答率がグン と上がります ③問題を解いてしっかり定着 文構造まで詳しく解説したトレーニン
グ問題と テンポよく数をこなすための実戦問題で 苦手が自信に変わります



The Oxford Handbook of Japanese Linguistics
2008-11-03

an examination of the evidence for and the theoretical implications of a universal word order constraint with data from a wide range of languages this
book presents evidence for a universal word order constraint the final over final condition fofc and discusses the theoretical implications of this
phenomenon fofc is a syntactic condition that disallows structures where a head initial phrase is contained in a head final phrase in the same extended
projection domain the authors argue that fofc is a linguistic universal not just a strong tendency and not a constraint on processing they discuss the
effects of the universal in various domains including the noun phrase the adjective phrase the verb phrase and the clause the book draws on data from
a wide range of languages including hindi turkish basque finnish afrikaans german hungarian french english italian romanian arabic hebrew mandarin
pontic greek bagirmi dholuo and thai fofc the authors argue is important because it is the only known example of a word order asymmetry pertaining to
the order of heads as such it has significant repercussions for theories connecting the narrow syntax to linear order

Parameter Theory and Linguistic Change
2012-11-01

with its flexibility for programming both small and large projects scala is an ideal language for teaching beginning programming yet there are no
textbooks on scala currently available for the cs1 cs2 levels introduction to the art of programming using scala presents many concepts from cs1 and
cs2 using a modern jvm based language that works we

TOEIC L&Rテスト 文法集中対策
2023-03-07

agreement is a pervasive phenomenon across natural languages depending on one s definition of what constitutes agreement it is either found in
virtually every natural language that we know of or it is at least found in a great many either way it seems to be a core part of the system that
underpins our syntactic knowledge since the introduction of the operation of agree in chomsky 2000 agreement phenomena and the mechanism that
underlies agreement have garnered a lot of attention in the minimalist literature and have received different theoretical treatments at different stages
since then many different phenomena involving dependencies between elements in syntax including movement or not have been accounted for using
agree the mechanism of agree thus provides a powerful tool to model dependencies between syntactic elements far beyond φ feature agreement the
articles collected in this volume further explore these topics and contribute to the ongoing debates surrounding agreement the authors gathered in this
book are internationally reknown experts in the field of agreement



The Final-Over-Final Condition
2017-10-27

this book investigates in detail the grammar of polysynthetic languages those with very complex verbal morphology baker argues that polysynthesis is
more than an accidental collection of morphological processes rather it is a systematic way of representing predicate argument relationships that is
parallel to but distinct from the system used in languages like english having repercussions for many areas of syntax and related aspects of
morphology and semantics this argument results in a comprehensive picture of the grammar of polysynthetic languages baker draws on examples
from mohawk and certain languages of the american southwest mesoamerica australia and siberia

Introduction to the Art of Programming Using Scala
2012-11-05

Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark Office
2000

Agree to Agree
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The Polysynthesis Parameter
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